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Abstract — Web mining process can largely express as discovery and analysis of suitable data information from the
World Wide Web. It can be express as the exploration and analysis of different pattern, during the web mining of web log
files and linked data from a particular weblog file, in a manner that will be more efficiently for the user while using web.
Web usage mining is a part of web mining, which defines data mining techniques to find the important relevant
information as per the usage of user of web. The initial phase of the web usage mining is the processing of the data
.Session reconstruction is the most important work of web usage mining si nce it directly emphasizes on the quality of
the patterns which are extracted frequently. Similarly another factor affecting the web data extraction is the depend upon
how the clusters are form of the web data in the web usage mining. Forming the cluster of the web data efficiently
enhance the searching speed, decrease the searching time and give the most relevant data set to the user. There are
several algorithms are apply for the clustering the data to partition it according to the web usage factors lik e most
viewed pages , ranking of the page, dataset, etc. Clustering is one of the main web data analysis methods and k -means
algorithm is one of the popular algorithms. [1]There exist already many new technique were already proposed to
improve the efficiency and performance of the k -means algorithm, but it need extra efforts and parameters to improve the
efficiency. But with the initial centroid] the efficiency of k mean will be improved without any other inputs. In this paper
we proposed by taking a web log of a user searching into consideration that if we divided the whole web log data into
cluster using k mean with initial centroid algorithm instead of only K mean algorithm and on those clusters we will
applied different web extracting techniques to retrieve that search item then the combinations result will be more
efficient.
Keywords-Web mining, Kmeans, Clustering, Kmeans with initial centroid, web log, page ranking
I.

INTRODUCTION

The world is now converting everything into dig ital data. Everything is now online fro m the starting of alarm of the
day till the late night. Any need of informat ion is available on the www (World W ide Web) or more frequently we can
say Internet. Internet is a largest source of digital data. We can found very answer fro m the World Wide Web, so there
must huge data storage and servers are there to serve us. It may not be possible that anyone is untouched fro m the d igital
world. Everyone has their own data and requirement of the informat ion into the internet. Due to such a huge usage of
internet day by day there are many problems are emerging into the front of us. Exp losive growth of data fro m terabyte to
petabytes creates massive data sets. Due to such huge amount of data the day by day the unnecessary data will go on
increasing and users has to surf mo re and more to get their required informat ion fro m the internet. Such a situation on
Web data create a p roblem to particu lar users to while searching on the internet. So to rect ify this problem the Web data
mining is done. That is to remove the unnecessary data from for the user and give them the required information or data
they are looking for. So fro m such a huge amount of data the necessary, useful and some worthy information is extracted
is called as web min ing. Web mining is very helpful in e-co mmerce, online transactions, and stocks, Similarly on
Science: Remote sensing, bioinformatics, scientific Society . We are drowning in data, but starving for knowledge. So
simp ly we can state that data min ing refers to extracting or “mining” knowledge fro m large amounts of data, extracting
the meaningful and important relevant data from the huge web data. It is an application of data min ing techniques to
discover the patterns from the web which is called as the web min ing [1]. Web mining can be further d ivided into the
three categories which are:




Web content min ing.
Web usage min ing
Web structure mining.

Another relative and important concept of increasing the efficiency of data retrieval is clustering . It’s main wo rk
are explo ratory data extracting , and similar technique for statistical analysis of data, similarly it is used in many fields,
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including machine learn ing ,reorganization of pattern , analysis of image, informat ion gaining, and bioinformat ics.
Clustering analysis itself is not a specific algorith m or task, but general task to be solved. Plenty of different algorith ms
are used into clustering based on the their category [2]. The clustering algorith ms are d ivided broadly into the five sub
categories. They are :





Partit ion Clustering Algorith m
Hierarchical clustering
Density Based Algorithm
Grid based Method
Model Based Method

Cluster of data sets are formed within a cluster on the basis of having high similarity between one another, but are rather
dissimilar to object in other clusters. It is an unsupervised learning technique.
II.

BACK GROUND THEORY

2.1 Web Mi ning
Web min ing is an application or tool of data min ing techniques to discover the patterns from the web logs and
websites. It crawl through the various web sources to collect the required informat ion, wh ich enable one to find the
relative patterns and depend upon that analysis is done on that web data.
Web mining

Mining data sources on the
Web
(Content Mining)

Extract patterns from the
Data sources

Mining Structure on the
web
(Structure Min ing)

Use lin kage info rmation to
Improve search engine
Efficiency

Mining Usage patterns on the
Web
(Usage Mining)

Improves web site
Usability and user
Experience

Fig 2.1 Web mining Taxono my [1]
2.1.1 Web Content Mining[1][3]
Web content mining is the min ing, extract ing, analy zing and integrating the useful data, information and
knowledge of web pages contents. The various heterogeneity and the structure of that allow much of the ever -expanding
informat ion fro m the World Wide Web like organization hypertext document and search and indexing tools of the
internet like web crawler. But they do not generally provide structural information nor the categories in current years
these factors have highlighted the research to developed more intelligent tools for get ting the relevant informat ion fro m
the available on the web. Web content min ing is also known as the text min ing it is probably the second step into the
Web data min ing Content min ing is the scanning and mining of the content like text, images , graphs of a Web page to
determine the relevance of the content according to the user search. This scanning is co mpleted after the clustering of
web pages through structure mining and provides the results based upon the level of relevance to the suggested query.
Following is the d iagram showing the web content min ing process; it shows that how web crawler or web spider will go
through all the content put on the web by anyone. It will analy zed that web content and store into the web database
accordingly.
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Fig 2.2 Web content min ing
Content data is the accumulation of facts a web page is designed to contain. It may consist of text, p ictures, videos,
audios or structured records such as lists of tables. Application of text min ing to web content has been the most
extensively researched. Text min ing include topic discovery and tracking, extracting comb ining patterns, clustering of
dataset of web documents and classification of web pages.
2.1.2 Web Stucture Mining[1][3]
Web structure min ing is the process of using graph theory to analyze the node and connection structure of a web
site[wiki]. Web structure min ing is one of the mining categories of the web mining of data, which is used to differentiate
the relationship amongst the Web pages linked different connectio ns or directly connected by link. Th is structure can be
identified by the web structure schema for database techniques used in web pages. This techniques used spider scanning
the web sites, retrieving the relevant data fro m the fro m the ho me page, links in to ho me pages and different reference
into the pages [4]. Web structure min ing can be categories on the basis of web structure data as: Extracting patterns from the hyperlinks fro m web.
 Mining of the different document structures: analysis of tree like s tructure of different web pages of html and
xml formats.

Web content
mining

Web content

Hypertext
document

Organizing of
data

Searching and
indexing

Web content
Database

Fig 2.3 Web Content min ing
2.1.3 Web Us age Mi ning[1]
Web usage min ing is the process of extracting useful informat ion fro m web server logs e.g. What the user have
searched, at what time and fro m which IP all these is include in usage mining process [5]. The information often store
into the web logs , user subscription and the user surf on the internet logs. As the different users have different need
according to their wo rk some of the users need text documents, some others are interested into the mu ltimed ia content
like images, videos, flash etc. The d ifferent web usage techniques are used to find the interesting patterns from the
weblogs and the web data in order to unders tand the need of the users searched. So the server can serve the user in better
way and provide their relevant data according to the behavior of the users. According to the different patterns identified
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by which are frequently used by the user and give the information about the user behavior and type of searching content.
Following is the figure of the web usage mining into the web mining.

Fig 2.4 Web usage min ing
2.2 Clustering
A group of similar thing, people or events related closely together is calle d as a cluster of that thing, people or
events. Similarly co mputer cluster is a set of loosely or tightly coupled co mputers wh ich are going to work together as a
single system then such system is called as computer cluster. It main ly used in the exploring the data mining and a
common technique for data analys is, used in many field like including machine learning, pattern reorganization , image
analysis , info rmation extracting or retiring. Clustering can be considered as the most important unsupervised lea rning
technique. So it will deal with the structure in the collection of the unstructured data. A normal definit ion of the cluster
can be defined as “the process of contaminating or organizing the different objects into groups where there are
similarities in the objects in one or some way”
2.2.1 Need of clustering
The main needs of the different lustering algorith m are to div ide the data into small groups to differentiate them,
easy to revive particular type and less expense of the resource. Different clu stering algorith m are applies for clustering to
satisfy some of the fo llo wing result[2].
 Improve efficiency of the resources.
 Affecting the different attributes of objects.
 Differentiate cluster of arb itrary shape.
 Ability to handle noise and outliers.
2.2.2 Some Clustering Methods [3]
 Hierarchical methods :
This method use recursive partitioning the instances in either top down manner or bottom up manner. These
methods can be sub divides as :
i.
Agglomerative h ierarch ical clustering.
ii.
Div isive hierarchical clustering.
 Partit ioning methods:
i.
Error min imizing algorith m.
ii.
Graph theoretic clustering.
 Density based clustering.
 Model based clustering;
i.
Decision tree.
ii.
Neural network.
 Grid based method
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III.

LIETRATURE S ERVEY

The main problem in web usage min ing is getting the relevant data fro m the whole database while searching, which is
seen and approve by many other users while searching the same content. The purpose of the extract ing info rmation form
the web log using rough set theory is to build better searching and bette r design of the websites [4].The factor affecting
the cost and time is searching and computation in it. Accu mulate the of the user interaction with cluster technique. the
cluster are form on a particu lar basis having some similarit ies between the interaction of the user or a pattern into user
interaction. On the basis of that we can definitely identify the user nature and behavior of it. So by analyzing it the
websites can be making more users friendly and interactive to users. Pattern based clustering can help the analyst to
provide best result of their need [5]. Clustering by different algorith m to get the efficient clustering of the data .One of
the algorith m is k mean clustering algorith m . In the proposed paper there are two ways to find the better in itial centroid
point .first to find better initial centroid, so to reduce the computation and cost. Another method is to assign the better
data point to kmeans algorith m to reduce time and computation [6]. The preprocessing of the weblog data by the means
of USIA(User and Session Identification) algorith m it find the user and session detail . If the user fro m the same
computer will access the web again then it can be identify by their ip. So on the basis of that we can find the particular
interest of the different users using session and user [7]. In this proposed work enhancing methods of the assigning the
center point to the k means algorith m is discussed. As in the basic k mean algorith m after each iteration the distance is
calculated between the data and the center point which is set . these will lead to increase in the co mputational time of the
k mean depend upon the data sets. If the data set is more than more co mparison and more computation is needed. So to
reduce this computation an imp rovement in the k mean algorith m is done by selecting the initial centroid in such a way
that that after that the Kmeans will provide efficient result of the clustering [8]. Zhang chen et al discuss the initial
centroid k mean algorith m having voided alternative randomness in finding the initial centroid. so to get the efficient
result of the clustering the data set [9]. In selecting the in itial centroid another approach by Fang Yuan state that if in the
original algorith m of kmeans k –objects are randomly selected as the initial centroid fro m the data set then select the
centroid the object according to the output of the basic k mean algorith m [10]. One of another approach of imp rove the
clustering of the data is by co mbin ing two algorithms. The co mbination o f t wo Kmeans and the hierarch ical algorith ms.
The result of this combination will help in finding the more efficient centroid in the k mean algorith m so to reduce the
computation and cost[11]. One of the proposed novel algorith m for clustering known as Divisive Correlation clustering
algorith ms (DCCA). This algorith m also takes in consideration the in itial centro id. But the co mputation of the algorith m
is higher and the cost is also increase [12]. The search result also affected by the rank of the page in web .It is one of the
factors in getting the relevant and trusted result fro m the search topic. Page rank algorith m was d iscovering by the Larry
page. It is used by Google internet search engine. In this algorith m the a nu meric value is given to every page and on the
basis of that rank assign to every link they are arrange when the user search some related content of the the pages. On the
basis of the hits that are view and click of the pages the numeric value increase of that particular page. More the page
click and view on the basis of that the value of the page rank increase [13]. In extend to the page rank another algorith m
of page rank is weighted page rank algorith m. In this it is proposed that assigning a grater rank to the pages instead of
dividing the page rank by the total out coming links. The algorith m is more efficient than the basic page rank algorithm
because this algorithm use two parameters. It considers both forward lin k and backlin k into consideration. So on the basis
of both in lin k and out link the page ranking is done [14]. Another algorith m named Weighted Page Content Rank
Algorith m (WPCR) is there for ranking the pages. This algorithmic g ives sorted order or the searched web pages from
the search engine according to the user query. Weighted Pag e Content Rank Algorith m assign a numeric value same as
the page ranking and Weighted Page Rank Algorithm, but it will use web usage mining technique as well. Weighted Page
Content Rank Algorith m (WPCR) first find the ranking according to the pages. The importance o f a page can be find by
how many pages are referring to a particular page so it will be hits more and relevance of the page depend upon the
search query of the user and matching result into the content of the page. This algorithm is better than b oth the previous
page rank algorithms [15].

IV.

PROPOS ED WORK AND LIMITATATION

As we have discuss different algorith m on clustering. In which we discuss that which algorith m is better and
why according to the different reach work on those algorithms. The di fferent survey papers shows that kmeans with
initial centroid is better algorith m on an average for doing the clustering. Similarly we have gone through the page
ranking algorith ms by which the the user will get the most relevant and accurate searching result of it’s query.
So by comb ining to technique the result can be more effect ive and more accurate. In the proposed work when a
user will search the query on web server it’s web log is created fro m instead of only ran k relevancy we consider time , IP
and depending upon the rank relevancy report, more efficient results may be obtained by checking the popularity o f that
web page or considering the particular t ime slot which will provide current relevant data by forming the clusters on that
basis
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Web search by user

Web logs
databse

Retrieved Result

Clustering the weblog
using Kmeans with
improve in itial center
algorith m

Calculate the page ranking
and relevance of the page by
different factors

Fig 6.1 proposed work flo w
V.
CONCLUS ION
Hence as we are going to consider the both the factors of revival of efficient and accurate result of the search
query by clustering and page ranking algorith ms , the output will be mo re efficient than alone both of the algorith ms
.The proposed work there is less computation and cost , so the result will be fast and most relevant.
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